
The father of organic architecture meets The Art of Socks in

Ozone’s Frank Lloyd Wright Collection. Wright’s work has 

literally built the way we build today, and we’re excited to have 
his influence as the foundation of five new styles. Some are 
based on well-known motifs present throughout his canon, 
while others take direct references from famous structures: 

the Avery Coonley Playhouse and the iconic spiral ramp from 
the interior of New York’s Guggenheim Museum.

In true Wright tradition, we began with geometric repeti-
tions and added vibrant splashes of color, twisting, turning 
and contorting the originals into something completely new. 
Designer Aris Georges describes this creative process as 
“a way to refocus the design world’s obsession with novelty 
into an open-source future.” This truly democratic method of 
creating works of art and architecture (and artful architecture) 
embodies Wright’s philosophy of functional pieces that en-
hance the environment and the lives of the individuals using 
them. We hope these socks will do the same, adding comfort, 
style and geometric sophistication to your wardrobe!

**ALL WOMEN’S $7.75 WHOLESALE // $15.95 RETAIL**

**ALL MEN’S $9.00 WHOLESALE // $18.95 RETAIL**

FRANK 
LLOYD 
WRIGHT
+



TREE
OF
LIFE One of Wright’s most famous motifs, this opus of 

symmetry is found in the Darwin D. Martin house and 
has been widely influential in art and architecture 
ever since. With two different colorways to choose from, 
this Tree of Life is giving us life!

FLW001M-18 (Men’s Grey)
FLW001W-18 (Women’s Grey)

FLW001M-19 (Men’s Black)
FLW001W-19 (Women’s Black)

566601

560601

566602

560602



AVERY 
COON-
LEY 
PLAY-
HOUSE

A continuation of Wright’s famous Avery Coonley House 
project, the playhouse was actually commissioned to 
function as a kindergarten classroom. Its abstract stained 
glass designs take imagery from the idea of a parade -- 
confetti, balloons and banners -- so it’ll always be a party 
when you’re wearing this pair.

FLW002M-07 (Men’s Red)
FLW002W-07 (Women’s Red)

FLW002M-14 (Men’s Navy)
FLW002W-14 (Women’s Navy)

566611

560611

566612

560612



FLW003M-14 (Men’s Navy)
FLW003W-14 (Women’s Navy)

FLW003M-03 (Men’s Cream)
FLW003W-03 (Women’s Cream)

GLASS BALLOON 

VIGNETTES      1

566621

560621

566622

560622



GLASS
BALL-
OON
VIGN-
ETTES 2

Aside from the actual shape of buildings 
that Wright was often responsible for, 
he was just as known for the artwork present
on many of the windows. The designs on 
these pairs are based on geometrical repetition,
combination and abstraction, but what’s 
not abstract is how nicely these are going to 
fit in with your style. 

FLW004M-03 (Men’s Cream)
FLW004W-03 (Women’s Cream)

FLW004M-14 (Men’s Navy)
FLW004W-14 (Women’s Navy)

566631

560631

566632

560632



If you’ve ever been in New York’s Guggenheim Museum, 
you’ll agree that its iconic spiral ramp (looking at it 
and walking up) is something that’s nearly impossible 
to forget. Transcribed onto this pair of socks, these 
twisting and turning stripes will have heads twisting 
and turning to look back at your feet!

SPIRALING RAMPS
FLW005M-13 (Men’s Blue)
FLW005W-13 (Women’s Blue)

FLW005M-14 (Men’s Navy)
FLW005W-14 (Women’s Navy)

566641

560641

566642

560642


